**Monday 2nd April is bank holiday Monday**

Tuesday 3rd April: The Easter holidays have landed and we have some lovely Easter themed crafts to kick start our time off! We will be starting with
some Easter cards, using a variety of feathers, googly eyes, handprints and maybe even feet if we’re feeling brave enough! O nce our cards are made
and we are waiting for them to dry we will be making some chocolate Easter nests to lay our mini eggs in!
Wednesday 4th April: Today we will be heading to Maenporth beach. We will be exploring on the beach to see what beach treasures we can find.
After a picnic lunch we will be staying on the beach and have an ice-cream, we will also be having a sand sculpting competition. The children will work
in groups to see who can create the most imaginative sand sculpture. We will also be collecting rocks to paint tomorrow. *Don’t forget to bring a
packed lunch, a drink, and waterproofs just in case of some April showers. An additional cost of 2.00 will be added to invoice for an ice-cream*
Thursday 5th April: Today in our holiday club we will be getting messy with paper mache to create our own Easter eggs! Once they have dried there
will be a prize for the most creative and colourful Egg! Whist our eggs are drying we will be taking part in a variety of outdoor games and activities!
We will also paint our rocks that we collected yesterday so that we can hide them next week when we go out. (look at ‘ Falmouth rocks’ on facebook)
Friday 6th April: Today we are going for a more chilled approach in holiday club. We are having a pyjama and game day! Today your child is able to
bring in a game of their choosing. We will be kicking back and relax ing today; playing our games and trying to create a cosy area to relax in. We will
be getting out the nail varnish and making our own face masks too.

Monday 9th April: Today we will be becoming chocolatiers! We will be attempting to make our own Ea ster eggs! We will be getting out some Easter
egg moulds, melting the chocolate and finding some nice treats to put inside before sealing them up. Whilst our eggs are hardening up in the fridge
we will be getting super crafty! We will be making and decorating our own clay decorations!

Tuesday 10th April: Today we will be making and creating beautiful baskets and egg holders ready for our annual Easter egg hunt. We will be using all
of our creative skills to make some rabbits, chicks and lamb baskets. This year we will be adding a little twist to ou r hunt…thi s year we will be using
the whole nursery to find our chocolate eggs. There will be clues and a map to follow, but also we will need to keep our eyes peeled as some of the
egg hunt is in the dark… Who will find the most glowing eggs and chocolate eggs, and go home with the big prize?

Wednesday 11th April: Today is trip day! We are heading off to Newquay aquarium to explore all the underwater animals with a map full of clues to
lead us to the different types of sea life! We will be leaving Nursery at 9.00am and returning for 4.00pm where we will then get cosy with a hot
chocolate and chill out time before home time. If you would like your child to have Fit N Fun packed lunch please let the office or Amy know in
advance. *An additional cost of £7.50 will be added to your invoice*

Thursday 12th April: Today is science day! Today we will be taking part in some spring time experiments. We will be watching a rainbow grow by using
skittles and water, exploring what happens when you mix Mentos with coke and vitamin c and water. If the weather is good after lunch we will be
heading to the garden with our cushions and blankets ready for a fire and some toasted marshmallows.

Friday 13th April: Today is the last day of the Easter holidays! To take a look back on what we have done over the past 2 weeks we will be stick ing our
favourite pictures into our scrap book and writing our favourite thing we did during holiday club! We will also be doing some crafty activities.
We will then have an Easter disco in the afternoon with lots of party food and games!

**Please note activities may change if we have inclement weather conditions. For more information or to book a space
please contact us on 01326 379428**

